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Nonequilibrium phase transition in a radiation-driven Joseyhson junction
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%e predict that a nonequilibrium phase transition, analogous to optical bistabiTity, occurs when coherent radiation
is applied to an unbiased Josephson junction edith an external resistance across it. The order parameter is the self-
consistently developed dc voltage, and the drive parameter is the applied radiation intensity. The order parameter
exhibits jump and hysteresis behavior characteristic of a 6rst-order phase transition. The size of the hysteresis region
can be tuned by varying the resistance. An approach based on the Fokker-Planck equation is adopted. The
extremum of the stationary probability 'yields the self-consistency equation for the mean-field order parameter.
Relaxation and decay times are calculated, the decay times being identified with the first passage time. Estimates of
parameters show that the bistable regime could be experimentally accessible.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium superconductivity is the focus
of increasing interest' ' as part of a general rise
in activity in driven systems and in nonequilibxium
phase transitions' ' in general. It has been
shown' ' theoretically and proved experimentally
that irxadiating thin superconducting stxips with
photons of less than pair-bxeaking energies can
enhance the order parameter by depopulating the
quasiparticles near the gap edge. A nonequili-
brium phase transition to a nonuniform gap state
has been predicted' and tested' in thin supercon-
ducting films with quasiparticles injected through
a tunnel junction. The drive in such a nonequili-
brium system directly acts on, and modifies, the
quasipax'ticle distribution. The paix's and the gap
are modified indirectly through the BCS relation.
In this paper we consider a situation where the
pairs tunneling through a Josephson junction are
directly acted upon by external photons, and a
first-order nonequllibrium phase transition re-
sults. The radiation intensity is the drive, and
the self-consistently developed voltage across the
junction (with a resistance R across it) is the or-
der parameter. The system is predicted to ex-
hibit bistability and hysteresis.

That radiation can affect the cux'1'ent ln Joseph-
soD junctions ls of coux'se well-known; the
Shapiro effect' "involves jumps in the current
when the Josephson frequency (i.e., applied volt-
age) is sn integral multiple of the irradiation fre-
quency. Similar current steps are also seen in
the Fiske effect' "where the osciQating current
lntexferes wwith its own oscillating x"adiation field,
trapped in the oxide layer of the junction. These
effects are essentially complicated beat pheno-
mena due to matching of frequencies, and dis-
sipation terms are not essential for the effects
to be seen, although they may influence their

magnitude. Furthermore, an externally applied
voltage is necessary for both effects.

Our predicted effect, by contrast, is a true
nonequilibrium phase transition between steady
states determined by a balance between dx ive and
dissipation tex ms, and involves hysteresis be-
tween the self-consistently developed (not applied)
voltage and the applied radiation intensity. It is
distinct from either effect. . Although "free-, run-
ning" irradiated junctions with Shapiro™type
steps have also been studied, "we find that our
bistability effect is also distinct from this effect,
being applicable in an opposite parameter regime,
as seen in Appendix A.

The situation here is quite analogous, though
there are major differences due to the different
type of physics involved, to optical bistability which
has been extensively studied' both experimentally
and theoretically. In optical bistability one finds
that the transmission of light through a system
of two-level atoms contained in a cavity shows
bistable behavior under certain conditions. It
may also be noted that since the superconductor
can be formally regarded as a collection of two-
level quasispins, "many analogs of well-known
optical effects have been suggested" for super-
conducting systems; in this paper, we show8 the
analog of optical bistability. However, such an
analog has peculiarities, as shown in the text,
that are unique to the superconducting system.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II
we briefly outline the derivation of the Hamiltonian
and the damping terms, - deriving the coupled
Langevin equations. In Sec. III we obtain the
Fokker-Planck equation fox the self-consis-
tent voltage and its stationary solution. In Sec.
IV we show that the equation for the mean-
field order parameter (most probable dc vol-
tage) has two-valued stable solutions, so the
steady states exhibit bistability and hysteresis.



The Fokker-Planck equation of Sec. III is used
in Sec. V to calculate the relaxation (1/T, ) and

intrinsic decay (1/T, ) rates of the states in the
competing minima of the generalized potential.
The estimates of Secs. IV and V show that the
hysteresis characteristics are indeed accessible
to experiment. The effect of a separate tempera-
ture bath for the resistance is examined in Ap-
pendix B.

H. THE HAMII. TONIAN AND THE DAMPING
TERMS—EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The system considered is a Josephson junction
irradiated coherently and with an external re-
sistance 8 across it, schematically depicted in

Fig. 1. There is no externally applied voltage.
The tunneling Hamiltonian describing the transfer
of superconducting pairs through the oxide lay-
er" is obtained by a canonical transformation"
from the single electro', tunneling Hamiltonian.
It may be written (g is a coupling constant) as"

1 Zo»
v 2' (2.4)

(S„' S„)=&S+S)=1. (2.5)

The commutation relations of S' and S' follow
from those of the fermion operators out of which

they are constructed and are

[S', S']= ~S ',
(2.6)

and similar equations hold for the right electrode.
Clearly S (S') represents a pair transfer from
left (right) to right (left) and S' counts the number
of excess pairs in the left superconductor. The
constant m is the number of electron states within
+~~ of the Fermi surface and is very large. The
normalization is such that in the BCS ground
state

(2.1)Ifr=gZ (v»oq+8 o») ~

where Anderson's pseudospin notation" has been
used,

c» =C»i C») c» =»(1-C»iC»i-C»t'C»))~ (2.2)

S =Sz. Ss~ S =S„Si S =»(S»1, Ss») (2 3)

and the levels k(q) refer to electrons in the left
(right) electrodes. Throughout the paper we will

assume that temperatures are so low that quasi-
particle tunneling may be neglected, and 0 & 2d/g

so that the radiation does not itself produce
quasiparticles. 4, represents the gap and 0 the

frequency of the external radiation.
We note that (2.1) may be written in terms of the

following operations":

Ifr= — ~ (5'+S ) .
4e

(2.V)

The Josephson current is, using (2.6) and t&ing
expectation values in the BCS ground state (N~

Lka C»aC»o)&

&I) = —2e&A, )

28& &S'-S )&[&»&J) I, 2, (2.6)

Defining

(2.9)

Then the pair tunneling Hamiltonian may be writ-
ten" in the following simple form with the cou-

pling constant related to the experimentally mea-
sured maximal Josephson tunneling current I~:

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the system with the
arrows denoting the direction of pair f1ow.

we obtain the familiar dc Josephson effect, 8 be-
ing the phase difference between left and right
electrodes.
The normalization of the operators could, of

course, be chosen so that (2.6) becomes the usual
angular momentum algebra, but this would cause
m to reappear in the coupling constant, which at
present is a directly measurable quantity I~. %'e

therefore use this normalization which explicitly
displays the very real physical difference between
an actual spin system and this system of interact-
ing fermions.

Since we have allowed for a situation where there
may be a pair imbalance between the left and right
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(identical) electrodes, a term in the total Hamil-
tonian must be included xepresenting the electro-
static energy of the charged electrode-oxide-elec-
trode capacitor

(2.10)

T, (h, w, )=T(kv, ,)( (, &, s(n(q-k)(,

2cos(l l, sinkl„
((l+k) l. i ' {2.16a)

(2.11)

!(,g, coskx, !zi l, /2
va

(j)(x,z) =(

! 0 otherwise.
(2.12)

The speed of electromagnetic waves in the oxide
layer is reduced by a factor of c/c:

(2.I.2)

where 4= 2~+ I„~being the penetration depth.
Clearly the Josephson tunneling current density
must have a spatial. variation in the x direction
in order to couple to this mode. This is produced
by an applied magnetic field H, in the y direction,
so that

The junction size L„, l, is assumed to be smaller
than the Josephson length" X~, so that the current
in the absence of the field is uniform acxoss the
junction. Doing the integrals and reexpressing
8's in terms of 8 ', the Hamiltonian for cavity
photons and their interaction with the Josephson
current that produces them is

„J„f= [IT( uk), )(S +S')

+iT, (k, ((), )(S -S')j (a+at)+I(u, a~a,
(2.15)

Here C is the capacitance of the junction, C = l„ l„e/
4~l, of cross section /„l„, oxide thickness l„and
oxide dielectric constant &.

Finally, since the tunneling current can emit and
absorb photons, we must have the interaction term
{1/c)fd rj {rgb Th.e oxide region forms a
cavity of resonant frequency +, with boundary con-
ditions H =0 applied at the surface, giving stand-
ing waves. The quantized electromagnetic field
for a particular polarization and a particular mode
k=nm/1 is""

T„(k,~, ) = T(k, ~,)!, k, l
sin'{q - k) -f

2sinq/, sinkl, )!
(q + k)l„ j (2.16b)

and where

)x/2

2 EN(0~ lg ly
(2.16c)

Note that for coupling to cavity photons fox which
k = ))/1„ the last term in both T, and T„ is zero.
For II.,=0, there is no coupling. For q=&,
T, (k, ~, ) = T(k, &u, }, while T„vanishes.

A similar interaction may be written between
the coherent radiation in the cavity of frequency
Q and wave number K, (Q=cK) coming from the
external source that drives the junction away
from equilibrium. %'e assume that this coherent
radiation has some finite but narrow bandwidth,
with Q/ur, -1, for the range of frequencies in the
incident r adiation. The interaction Hamiltonian
between the current and photons in the cavity that
enter from outside is then (K'=Q'/c)

B,„, = dQ'5' O', A a,„, t +H.e.

XI[T„(if,Q')(S-+S')

+i T, (K', Q')(S —S')j,

a,„,=J(Qi' cos(Q' i), (2. 1V)

where 8' is the spectral function of the external
radiation, centered at 0 and relatively flat in a
narrow range around it. The finite bandwidth
covering the hysteresis frequency range is nec-
essary so that even when the Josephson frequency
~ jumps, there is a component of radiation at ~
available to continue to drive it. The total Ham-
iltonian for the system is now

JI=a, +a, +II„„+H,„, . (2.18)

The Hamiltonian (2.18) describes the coherent
interactions. The incoherent processes can be
described either by writing down the quantum
Langevin equations for a, a~, S', S' or equivalent-
ly in terms of the density matrix of the combined
system consisting of the field and the pair opera-
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tors 8' and 8'. The important incoherent proces-
ses are

(i) The leakage of the photons from the cavity at a
rate tt = v, /2Q where Q represents the quality fac-
tor of the cavity. This leads to a decay term
—s&a} in the equation for &a}.

(ii) The discharge rate of the capacitor as the
current is passing through the external resistance
B. Thus (8') will have a decay term like
—&8'&/RC.

Each of the incoherent decay processes is, in
general, known to lead to a random force operator
in the equation of' motion. For example, the quan-
tum Langevin equation for the photon operator will
have the structure" (in the absence of any other
interactions)

terms that arise from the commutator [8', 8 ]as
such terms are of the order 8'/m'. The damping
terms in 8' equations are also quite small and
hence ignored x7

Since C- l„/„we have C-N~~' (we

assumed'~-Ng,
so

for intensive voltages independent of the length of the
electrodes, we have &8'&-¹~~~. Sincem N~-, the ne-
glected terms are indeed small. For the neglected
terms to be important, we would have to consider
a regime where (8*)-m'-¹~ and the voltage -¹~~~
is then size dependent. This solution however
seems less physical, and we shall not pursue it
further. Note that in order that the mean-field
approximation, which is used extensively in Sec.
III, be effective, we must have the relations

a = -'Lop~ a —Ka+fq (2.19a) l&s'&I l&s'&l»l&s'&I l&s'&l l(s &I»

where the operator f, has the properties x,e.)

=&f. (f )& =&f.'(f )& = o, In our regime &8') ™Nz,', the above conditions
are easily met. However, if (8*)-m' then the
mean-field approximation is likely to break down.

Any temperature-dependent contribution to f, has
been ignored since we are working at a tempera-
ture close to zero. We will in our discussion in
Sec. III ignore all the terms corresponding to
thermal noise.

The equations of motion (quantum Langevln
equations) are now found to be

d = —ie, a —za —T(8' -8 )+f, , (2.2Oa)

.2eV, ~, 2es'

$CS' =- — ~. (8+ -S )-T(k, e )(a+at)(8 +8+)
EC 4ei

»"r(I,~.—) dO' W(II', Il) cos(II'f)(8'+8-)

(2.20c)

In Eqs. (2.20b) and (2.20c},f' snd f' are again
delta-correlated random forces which take care of
the operator nature of the variables 8' and 8' and

any thermal-noise factors. The properties of f'
are discussed in Appendix B. In the above equa-
tions, we have assumed that the bandwidth of the
incident radiation is such that T„,(K, A)= T„,(k, a&,}
and that H, is such that q-0=v/I„, so that T, @,&u,)
=T(jt, (o,}, T„=o.

In deriving Eqs. (2.20}, we have ignored all the

III. THE FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION FOR THE
MSTRIBUTION OF SELF-CONSISTENTLY

DEVELOPED VOLTAGE

The quantum Langevin equations (2.20), as pre-
sented in the last section, do not appear to be
soluble in general. However, the physics of
Josephson junctions permits considerable sim-
plifications, so that an analytical expression for
the self-consistently developed voltage may be
obtained. In what follows we make the following
assumptions: (i) Ignore all the operator charac-
teristics of 8 and 8'. (ii} Ignore all the thermal-
noise texms since the system is assumed to be at
a temperature close to zero. (iii) The photon
leakage rate a' is assumed to be much greater than
I/BC; this implies that the photon mode can be
adiabatically eliminated from the problem. Under
assumptions (i) and (ii), the variables 8' and 8'
can be treated as numbers. Note that in view of
(2.20b), we can express 8 as

e+l 8
f

(3.2)

In the above we assume that the current flow is
in a particular direction. It can be shown later
that this can be maintained by external radiation.
We look for a solution of the form
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pt
8(f) =

I ar &o(r)+8„
0

whence

(3.3) The properties of the random force f can be cal-
culated from the properties of f„f':
(/. (f)}=0,

a&=(4e'/SC) S' . (3.4)

Here 8, is a phase difference between the elec-
trodes at t=O, in which we also absorb the phase
difference between the applied radiation and the
current it produces. 8, is treated later as a var-
iational parameter. ~ can be identified with the
steady-state value of S' and would essentially give
the dc voltage. On introducing the variable a by

(j'„())f (t'))=(IC —
) ~

([1+(td -w)'4']-')

+,C, k~, cotk ' 5(t -t').4e 1(d

(3.12)

It is evident from (3.11) that the mean value of u&

satisfies the equation

(3.5)a=ac

we find the Langevin equation for a:

a=-[i(o(, —(())+z]a —2iT sin&e' +e' f, .

((()} 4e' 2 T
RC SC ~'+ (~, —~)'

Se'
T,„,N' 'W(+, Q)cos8, . (3.13)

(3 6)

On being time-averaged over the interval of order
o& ', Eq. (3.6) reduces to

Equation (3.13) has a simple physical interpreta-
tion if we rewrite it as an equation for the pair
charge imbalance

u= —[i (&o, —a))+z]a+T+e' f, . (3.7) 2e(S') = -R C
(S') ~-4eT,„,N'~'Wcos8,~, 1 2e

In view of our assumption (iii), i.e. , that the "a"
is a fast mode, we can set a = 0, so that (3.7) leads
to

(3.8)

4eg 'z
K + (COC —((())

V= -R —«T,„,N'~'W(~, Q)cos8,

We now examine the S' equation. When time-
averaging is carried out again, terms like
I~ sin8 drop out and terms like

2T(a+a~)cos8=T(ae '8+ac'8)(e'8+e ' )

lead to terms like T(a+ at). Hence the time-aver-
aged S' equation looks like

S' = — —T(a+ at) —2N'~ 'T„,W((d, Q) cos8c+f*.

(3.9)
On substituting (3.8) in (3.9) we finally obtain the
equation

S' 2T 'x
RC z'+ (&a, —e)'

—2T.„,N' 'W(~, Q)cos8,

—
T [ (@+1((u —ld) 'e'8 f. +c.c.]+f'. (3.10)

Hence the final equation for co becomes

4e' ~, 2g'g 4e'
KC )(C K + (fd —fd) ()C )

g,.„,)( *W(~, C)aose, (" )+y. .
(3.11)

—4e[(:(a}(at}, (3.14)

where the average (a}is given by the first term
in (3.8). Each term in (3.14) has a physical inter-
pretation. The second term is the externally
driven change of the pair charge imbalance ( S');
the first term is a decay of S' through which cur-
rent flows in the external circuit that removes
(adds) pairs from (to) the left (right) electrode.
The third term can be understood as follows: In
the absence of losses a pair can tunnel to the low-
er energy electrode emitting a cavity photon, which
is then reabsorbed lifting the pair back, the repe-
tition of the cycle contributing to the ac Josephson
current. If the photons leak out at a rate 2 z(a a},
such pairs will not be lifted back, resulting in a
pair charge change at a rate 4ez(a a}-tv(a }(a}.

It will be need that the time-averaged Joseph-
son term I~ sin8(t) has been neglected in Eq.
(3.10). In fact, if we had allowed for the possi-
bility of sinusoidal contributions to 8(t), then
dc contributions would survive the time-averaging
precisely as in the Shapiro effect'" (as shown
in Appendix A). The size of these contributions
is found to be qvite negligible in the regime in
which we work.

On introducing scaled variables (f is always re-
stricted to f& [2eIzR/(%co, )], 26/5&, )
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(3.15)

a regime that is realized in practice, as seen
later. Then the most probable values off are the
(stable) solutions of

In (3.11), we obtain the following Langevin equa-
tion for f:

x/2
1 N ) 2@nf ———f + —

~
cos)9,+,, „+E&,BC N, ] ' 1+4@(f-ij

2@a
I+49'(f-1)2 '

where

p. =— (N/N, )')' .

(4.1)

(3.16)

8e2go'. 1
I&oPC' 2Q&

(3.1V)

The stochastically equivalent Fokker-Planck
equation for the distribution I' of f will be

BI' 1 B /'N

Bt ItC Bf I,N 0 ], +4@2(f-1)2

Q 2Q

2' Bf (3.18)

The stationary solution of (3.18) is given by (N„
= normalizing const)

(3.19)

where 4 is the generalized potential given by

where the relation z = u, /2Q has been used. The
random force now has the property

This can be solved gx aphically as shown in Fig.
2; for a range of parameters there are three sol-
utions for a given (N/N, )' '. This is given by the
8-shaped curve in Fig. 3, where, for a given
n = 0.02, Q = 5, the solution(s) f of (4.1) is {are)
plotted versus the drive (p). Taking a typical
value p, =1.21 in the multiple-root region, we see
from the generalized potential (Fig. 4) that two
solutions are locally stable minima, while the
third root that separates them (on the dashed line
of Fig. 3) is unstable corresponding to a local
probability minimum. The critical points f„,
are points where one or other of the two minima
appx'oaches the intervening maxima and both dis-
appear. Once p. exceeds, for example, p.„, the
system jumps to the branch f„where in the region
p. &p,„, only one stable root exists corresponding
to one minimum of 4 (Fig. 4). The location of the
critiea3. points and hence the size of the whole
bistability region depends on the values of the
parameters. For a given junction, the external
field H, (entering T) resistance 8 are the most
easily varied there by changing O'. The size and shape
of the hysteresis region may thus be tuned by vary-
ing these parameters. The locus of the critical
points as e is vaxied is the spinodal curve in this
problem, and at the tip of the curve the bistable

+atan '2Q(f-1) . (3.20)

Here we have chosen the value cos 6)o = —I that
makes 4 the smallest. Physically this means that
the relative phase of the electrodes and the phase
difference between the cux'rent and the radiation it
produces adjust instantaneously to minimize the
generalized potential @.

1V. BISTABILITY IN THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
IRRADIATED JOSEPHSON JUNCTION

The probability distribution (3.19) is sharply
peaked at the minima of 4 (f) provided 27&/AC» 1,

OJO

O.Q5

FIG. 2. Graphical solution of order parameter equa-
tion (4.1) for various values of the drive parameter p.
=—(N/N~)~~ for 0'. = 0.02 Q =5. Open circles denote stable
solutions; the solid circle denote the unstable solution.
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120-

and from (4.1) the bistable region cannot exist
unless

Q cI) 2/3~3 (4.4)

(4.5)

1.10-
(."C2, ~Ca&

&&ci,/" 1)

1.00

119 1.20 1.21

region shrinks to zero at the nonequilibrium sec-
ond-order transition point. The locus of equal 4
well-depth points lies outside the spinodal curve
and meets it at the second-order point (Fig. 5).

The analogy between Fig. 3 and the optical bi-
stability curve is striking, and the spinodal and

equal well-depth curves have their counterpart in
the spinodal and coexistence curves of the liquid-

gas transition and other systems. '
The condition for the critical points (f„,p,„)is

(4.3)

FIG. 3. Plot of the scaled dc voltage f =2 eV/Sco,
versus the scaled (square root of the) externally supplied
photon number in the cavity p= (N/iV ) ~, The hysteresis
region is bounded by the critical points (fc&,c2 pci c2)
Here 0'. =0.02, Q=5.

E uation (4.4) is equivalent to requiring that
(a a) the number of current-produced cavity
photons, must exceed a certain value. Equation
(4.5) requires that the externally supplied photon
number must fall within a certain window.

For a given junction there is a critical value
R, of the external resistance (and hence a critical
oI = u, ) below which bistable behavior is not seen,
and is defined by

(4.6)

For resistance close to the value R„R=R,(1+ 5)
0& 5«1, we can obtain explicit series solutions
for the critical points. We find from (4.1) and

(4.3) that f„,,=f, + s 5' '/Q,

p'Cl 2 i 0 9

where

We now examine the feasibility of the bistability.
Lossy cavities make the dissipation rate due to
photon leakage (NNnI, t&) non-negligible, compared
to the Joule losses - V'/R. Since V -(SnI, /2e) for
the bistable region, large resistances make the
power requirements low. Thus we take R =136

0-

I
C)

-3-

-5-

/tu =1.1

-t.o

IO

I

0,5 0 'l I0.5 &.0

I

I +6=0.04

&spinoda(
curve

I

I

I

I
1

\

'I

\

1.5 2.0

6=o.a—

2,5 3.0

/'-/tuc
(

-2)~
/"c

it, coexistenc
cui ve

P =1.2136

0.9
I

1.o

FIG. 4. Plots of generalized potential 4 versus scaled
self-consistent voltage f for three values of the drive p,.
The double-well behavior (p= 1.21) occurs in the bistable
region of Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Plots of the voltage versus drive parameter
curves for various values of 6. (The critical value is 5
= 0 corresponding to 0'0=2/3v 3Q .) The dashed line is
the spinodal curve passing through the points (f& 2 pgf 2).
The "second-order" transition point is where f,&

=f~2 =f
=1+ (2~Q)"; p« ——p&= @~=1+~3/2Q. The dotted line,
analogous to a "coexistence curve" passes through points
where the double-well depths of 4 are equal.



ohms, /=5. and junction parameters l„=l,=0.1,
cm, /, =20k, &=5, I =30 p.A, ~=3.7&10 ' cm.
This gives c/c = 0.0V and ~, = 68 6Hz. We assume
the magnetic field is such that @=4, which cor-
responds to H, - 0.14 G. We also assume that,
with Q falling in the middle of the frequency hy-
steresis region (G-ru, f, for 5«1), the spectral
weight falls off so that W(a), Q) I& a constant"
along the hysteresis branches. The scaling par-
ameters are then a = 0.02 (5= 0.3) and N, = 4.3
&10' photons, corresponding to an external photon
density in the cavity at least N, /(2~+ &, ) &„&„
-Gx10" cm '. The available power in the cavity
due to external photons is K, NQc/l, = V&&10 'W.
The power requirements drawn by the system,
however, are less and typically are V'/&
=fI'e,' f'/4e'8 ™10"W(Joule losses) and
niI~p =S&u,'&/[1+4@'(f-1)'j 10 '4 W (photon
leakage). Assuming a 10%%uo transmission factor,
the external photon power per area required is
10NP|d,e/(2k+ l,)l„-0.1 W cm'. The capacitance
is 0.022 p, F so that the lifetimes &C ™3&10 ' sec

.and & 10 sec SRtlsfy the orlglDal fast-mode
assumption for photons. Voltages and currents
in the bistable region are typically -0.02 mV,
0.1 p, A, and the jumps are around 10k. 8'-16'
pairs, which as a fraction of the total number of
pairs within a distance 8 =10 4 cm of the oxide
1Ryer attempting tunneling ls roughly one pRlr ln
10'. The magnitude of the neglected 8'/tII' terms
will be even smaller.

The power requirements and bistability condi-
tions" (4.4) and (4.5) are clearly sensitive to the
junction dimensions and to Q, R, and Iz. This
could explain why the pl edicted phenomena hRve

not previously been seen.
The actual behavior of the systems within the

multiple-root region depends on how the rate of
change of the drive j. compares with the intrinsic
decay and relaxation rates in the system. As
seen in the next section for p, variation within a
window, hysteresis behavior will be seen, an-
alogous to superheating and supercooling. The
point a.t which the actual jump occurs is deter
mined by when the inequalities that define the
window are violated.

tions in terms of them for a general system. %8
will apply those results to the Josephson junction.

The relaxation time T, [off(t)] to a steady-state
f is given by

(5.1)

RDcl ls explleltly

(5.2)

fs df
T,=2' P(f')df',

fI
(5.3)

where f, (f,} is one of the minima (maxima} of 4.
For steady states away from the critical points,
the time T, for decay from a state f, can be writ-
ten

The decay time 7, is expected to vani. sh at the

1,0

where f is a solution of (4.1). The relaxation
rate 1/T, vanishes at critical points (f„,„)I„„)
that define the spinoidal curve. " The usual con-
cept of critical slowing down at a second-order
transition can thus be extended to these metastable
states, the "second-order" critical point defined
by f„=f„,p,„=p,„then being just a particular
case. The behavior of the time T, as a function
of p ls showD ln Flg. 6.

The decay time T, may be identified with'3' '4

the mean first-passage time for transitions across
t11e 4 ba1'I'lel' and, I11 'tel'IIls of the pl'obablllty of f,
lS

0.5

There are two characteristic times associated
with the system: the re'laxation time 7, of a, state
towards a given minimum of 4, and, within the
bistable region, the time JI', for R given minimum
of 4' to decay into the other, competing minimum by
being kicked over the intervening barrier by in-
trinsic Quctuations. We have elsewhere" con-
sidered these times and given hysteresis eondi-

0,0

120 122

FIG, 6, Plot of the (scaled) relaxation rate gC/Tg ver-
sus the drive parameter p,. Relaxation on both stable
branches shows the effects of "critical slovring doom" at

e appropriate critical points &peg or pc2~ on the spinodal
curve.
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x I+ "(f )I "It -t (5.5)

The corresponding expressions for 1/T, in the
critical region near f„is

-x/2
RCT =3/2 (4"'(f )[ly,

(5.6)

The critical region is estimated to be

@n ~2 (5.7)

Putting in the parameters of Sec. IV we get T,
-10 ' sec and" T,-10"sec (see, however, Ap-
pendix 8). Within b,t1-10', T, msec. -

Note that we have txeated p. as a steady, con-
tinuous variable; fluctuations in the photon num-
ber, if appreciable, would tend to reduce the size
of the hysteresis region. In practice, such ef-
fects might have to be considered for probing the
critical region. "

The conditions for the occurrence of hystexesis"
depend on the rate of change jI relative to 1/T,
and 1/T, . Physically the following conditions must
be obeyed:

(a) The minima f must adiabatically follow the
values fixed from the ordex parameter equation
with a varying p(t).

(b) In the bistable region, a given minimum in
which the system sits must move along faster
tllR11 tile llopplllg 1'Rte 1/T2.

(c) The hopping rate itself must not be drasti-
cally increased by the time variation of p, . For
this system, the three inequalities are

(5.5)

critical points where the maxima and minima of
31' approach each other, as can be seen from (5.3).
Wltlllll R cl'ltlcR1 1'egloll defllled by 4'(f3) -@(fl)
«@(f,), T, can be written as

.', =(W3)(0.33)3'~'(~~) (3,)

APPENDIX A: SMALL CORRECTIONS TO THE ORDER
PARAMETER EQUATION DUE TO Ilsin8 TERM

In this appendix, we show that in the parameter
regime of interest the neglect of the time-averaged
I~sin& term in Eq. (3.10) is fully justified as it
leads to very small correction terms in the order
parameter equation. Let us assume a somewhat
more general steady state solution of (2.20) than
in the text, namely,

8(t) =et+&0+ g " sinnl3)ot,8 (31L)P

(A1)

whexe ~„v„, and ~ are to be determined self-
consistently. Then we have from e = 2eV(t )/K,
that

V(t ) = V + Q „VCOSn&3t), (A2)

automatically satisfj. ed, j, &&3x]O see ~, For
a range of reasonable p. within this window, there-
fore, almost the entire hysteresis ean be ex-
plored, jumps occurring within the critical re-
gion, where the T,-O and T,-~ behavior causes
the inequalities to be violated.

In this paper we predict that an irradiated"
Josephson junction with suitably chosen parame-
ters exhibits bistable behavior with jumps and
hysteresis in the voltage across it as a function
of the radiation intensity, Through the ae Joseph-
son effect, the frequency of the ac current will also
exhibit such jumps. %e have shown that the sys-
tem possesses very interesting switching charac-
teristics which could be tuned, for example, by
changing the resistance acxoss the circuit or the
applied magnetic field. Estimates indicate that
such bistable behavior may be within the reach
of present experimental capabilities. The driven
Josephson junction is thus worth investigating not
only as an interesting new bistable system in its
own 11ght~ but also as a means to deepen oux' un-
derstanding of nonequilibrium phase transitions in
general.

(27~j, ))
~ ~BC ' 8p,

(5.9)

5p, «1 . (5.10)
RC p.

Taking ~p, "phd and arbitraxily choosing a rise
time 4t-10 T, we find a window for p, that for the
parameters of Sec. IV gives

4 g fO» ~g j, && 3 x j.O SP,

in units of sec ' with the third condition then

V =II 13)/2e, V„=Iu&„/28.

Substituting (A1) and (A2) into (2.20c) for the aver-
age of (S') [noting that (f') = 0]

(8') = - — - 2T (a+ at) cosaBC 2e

-4T, & lV A 0 cosA t cos8dQ

(A3)
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and time-averaging (so &o, =to) we obtain a
Fourier-Bessel series on the right. Keeping only
the leading contribution from &u„(assuming e
»u&, »~, ) we get

(A4)

sipative states and is not merely a "step" pheno-
menon from the beating of two time-dependent
voltages.

APPENDIX B: REDUCTION OF T2 BY A "HOT"
RESISTANCE

——=I+ W,
'

~
sin8,

V
R

+ 4''~'T, „, WJ, '
I
cos&,

+4eJ,
~

&a&&(a& ..t (0~

QP
(A5)

%e have so far considered the entire-Joseph-
son-junction-resistor system as maintained at a
common temperature T «T, . In this appendix we
consider the effect of placing the resistance in a
separate temperature bath T~ & T, while the junc-
tion is maintained at T«T, . Thermal voltage
fluctuations across the resistor may then become
important. Equation (3.10) for S' has a Johnson
noise term f', with"

In terms of scaled variables, this means that the
order parameter equation

2Qe
1+4q'(f -1)'

will acquire a, correction term of the form

eR ei'z sin2&,
~~

5 Go ICM )

as well as Jo (~&/&u) coefficients, which are nearly
unity if ~&/~ «1. For the range of parameters used
in the text, we find the correction term -10 2, i.e.,
since f-l, the correction term is of the order of
1%. Note that ~,/&a- O(10 4-10 ') which justifies
our perturbation expansion. Thus the effect of the
I~ sin8 term in (3.10) is negligibly small in our
par ameter regime.

There are other effects in free-running junc-
tions, besides the ones considered here, where
the I~ sinL9 term may be non-negligible. Chen,
Todd, and Kim" (CTK) have found Shapiro-type
step behavior in the I -V characteristics of ir-
radiated junctions without a dc bias. They have
analyzed this behavior by considering only the
I~ sin8 term, without the photon drive and leakage
terms on which our analysis depends. Thus the
CTK effect is distinct from the effect considered
here and occurs in the opposite regime e, /&u

-0 (1), as can be shown by putting in their par-
ameters. The difference between the two effects
can also be seen on physical grounds: The CTK
effect does not depend on the leakage, while bi-
stability is suppressed if ~ is set equal to zero.
Bistability is a nonequilibrium phase transition
involving a competition and jump between two dis-

(f')=0; (f'(t)f'(0))=4,R coth ' &(t).

(An electrical noise source of this strength
could also be applied. ) We continue to ignore
quasiparticle effects, since eV& 6, T «T, . The
scaled Langevin equation of (3.16)

-1 /
&

2@u
ac '(' ""'i+4q'(y-i)')' (B2)

then has a random force F& obeying

(f(t)f(0)) =~ 6(t)

and with the modified strength

&s~z
I'tu, RC oqg~ (B4)

Note that, as in (3.12), we have replaced the f
dependent diffusion constant 7& by its value at
f =1. The full form would produce correction
factors of order unity, making T2 quite different
on different branches.

The decay time T, is exponentially dependent on
7z [see (5.4)J and is thus sensitive to the resistor
temperature T~. For our parameters, the second
term enclosed in parentheses is=(1+20T„). A
considerable reduction in T, could thus be achieved
by this "hot" resistor method, keeping the junction
parameters fixed. High temperatures would tend
to reduce the hysteresis region. The critical re-
gion would be relatively expanded by a factor
(1+20T„)'~'. A measurement of lifetimes would
enable a direct estimate of T, to be made.
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